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HOW COMPLEX SHOULD AN INDIVIDUAL AGENT BE?
• Why are physicists interested in opinion modeling?
• Of course, one of the reasons might be their interest in
understanding individual and social behaviors. But this
does not explain the focus in highly abstract
mathematical models without direct reference to actual
social systems.
• Of course, there are works that are related to real world
systems, but they are a relative minority
• Most of the works are focused on simulations and
models showing very interesting „physical properties”,
challenging per se, but not aimed at solving social issues.
The description of people is simply too simplistic.
• The question becomes: how complex should a
simulated individual be?

MODELS: EQUATIONS GOVERNING INDIVIDUAL OPINIONS
• Social impact model (Hołyst, Kacperski …)

• Relative agreement model
(Deffuant, Hegelsmann, Krause…)

• Sznajd model (united
we stand, divided
we fall)
• CODA model (Martins…)

• And many many other models and variants

MODEL EMOTIONS/INFORMATION/OPINIONS
• Extends the dynamics beyond a single variable describing only opinions
and their expressions.
• Based on a catastrophe model, used (sparingly) in psychology. Discretized
version allows effective use in ABMs.
• Extensible to more than two opinions, if we assume only one-to-one
contacts.

• Successfully used for quantitative descriptions of internet discussions and
prediction of elections in Poland in 2015.

EMOTIONS ARE NOT ENOUGH. PEOPLE ARE NOT RATIONAL…
Including emotions in the
picture is an important
step – but not enough.
We have to remember
that people often act
irrationally.
In fact, psychology has
identified almost 200
sources of irrational,
biased behaviors.
It is a topic for a separate
(quite long) presentation.

… SO WHY MODEL THEM WITH RATIONAL AGENTS?
• Generally, models which treat the opinion change as predictable, rational mechanism are
„convenient”: they allow effective implementation in ABM or mathematical treatment,
but they are not necessarily in agreement with the current developments in psychology
and sociology.
• The „spinson” analogy has achieved its greatest successes in describing consensus
(analogy to full magnetization), but is quite weak in describing polarized societies.
Moreover, in physical systems relative stability of the macroscopic sample emerges
despite the fact that for a single spin the change may be rapid/frequent. Which is NOT the
case of individual opinions.

• Such individual opinion changes are seldom based solely on opinions of other people or
media. The process involves many effects, some very hard to describe.
• Some proposed solutions use „special” agents, whose characteristics are chosen to
„induce” the global characteristics: inflexibles, fanatics, leaders, contrarians… But this is a
temporary solution: nobody is born fanatic or leader. The process of becoming one has to
be described as well.

BACK TO INDIVIDUALS: INFORMATION PROCESSING
• To construct more „realistic” models of social
opinion dynamics we need thus to revisit the
individual processes.
• The current proposal is based on an extension
of Bayesian updating of beliefs, including
mechanism filtering the information
• Examples of such filters may be internal
(confirmation bias, truth-seeking, simplicity,
emotions…), social (in-group positioning,
politically motivated reasoning…) and even the
external filters imposed by the search engines,
social media etc.
• It is not clear if the filters act in parallel,
sequentially or in a particular situation, one
type of a filter dominates…

THE FILTERING PROCESS: SIMPLEST INSTANCE
• In the simplest version, information
from the source Si is filtered by a single
type of the filter F(Si) (determined by
the filter source), and only a filtered
likelihood FL(Si) acts, in Bayesian way to
modify the prior belief X(t) and lead to
updated, posterior belief X(t+1)
• Extreme examples:
filter F may lead to a complete disregard
of information Si
or
filter F is uniform, so that FL(Si)=Si

MULTIPLE INFORMATION STREAMS AND FILTERS
• Version 1: sequential processing

MULTIPLE INFORMATION STREAMS AND FILTERS
• Version 2: integrative processing

MODEL PROCESS DESCRIPTION
• Information source Si
• Filter strength f : original filter is mixed
with uniform (totally unbiased
processing) in proportion f : (1-f)
• The resulting likelihood FL(Si) is
processed with probability p leading to
X(t+1)=X(t)*FL(Si)
• With probability (1-p) the information is
disregarded.
• Depending on „memory parameter” m,
the prior belief may remain unchanged
with probability m, or retain its mean
value, but become broadened, to
counteract the narrowing effects of
repetitive Bayesian updating (with
probability 1-m).

SIMULATION DETAILS
• Opinion „space”: continuous,
from -1 to +1
• Information source: broad Gaussian,
centered around +0.6 (therefore
„rightist”)
• Three groups of agents: „leftists”,
„centrists” and „rightists”: each agent
with a Gaussian initial belief function,
with a maximum randomly chosen from
between -1:-0.5, -0.5:0.5 and 0.5:1,
respectively, and with random standard
deviation between 0.05 and 0.2.
• Obviously, the „leftist” group is the one
furthest from the content of the
information source (the most interesting
one)

MEMORY EFFECTS
• Repetitive application of Bayesian
updates leads to sharpening individual
beliefs. This, in turn, influences the
dynamics of the process.
• One way to combat this is to assume
that when the agent does not process
the information, its belief function
undergoes indeterminacy reset,
effectively broadening.
• The reset is modelled by parameter m:
for m=1 the memory is perfect (no
broadening, for m<1, a component with
the current average but original
standard deviation is added to the
current belief function.

NO FILTERING, PERFECT MEMORY
• Without filtering all agents opinion converge
eventually (after hundreds or thousands interactions)
to the opinion promoted by the information source

• The processing probability p slows down the process
(especially if we look at averaged, not the individual
values)
• The slowdown is given by a simple t’=pt formula
• At the same time using p<1 allows to study the
effects of the memory parameter m, describing the
reset of individual opinion indeterminacy.
For this reason, in all further results we use p=0.3.

CONFIRMATION BIAS, PERFECT MEMORY
• Confirmation bias is one of the most deeply rooted ones in our psychology:
it gives more weight to information confirming what we already believe.
• In terms of the model, the filter F is simply the current belief of the agent F=X(t)

CONFIRMATION BIAS, MEMORY EFFECTS
• As we have seen, for f=1 and perfect memory the
opinions of the groups remain fixed: the source of
information can not change the beliefs. However,
including belief broadening (m<1) allows opinions to
change.
• The effect is most visible for the „leftist” group

• The transition occurs for 0.5<m<0.9, and becomes
more step-like if time goes to infinity

POLITICALLY MOTIVATED REASONING, PERFECT MEMORY
• Politically Motivated Reasoning is a form
of bias, in which a person modifies
his/her beliefs to resemble what he/she
believes are the opinions of the
appropriate in-group.
• In terms of the model the filter F is simply
the current group average belief
F=<X(t)>G
• For perfect memory (m=1) the
dependence of averaged belief (especially
for the „leftists”) shows a sharp jump
around f=0.43

POLITICALLY MOTIVATED REASONING, IMPERFECT MEMORY
• Including the belief broadening restores
the gradual dependence of group
averaged opinions (here for m=0.5)

• The dependence on m is nontrivial, at
least for large enough values of f

CONCLUSIONS
• We have presented how complex might become the results of biased information
processing, even in the simplest environment: reactions to repeated exposure to the same
information content.
• Of course, in real life every person is exposed to mixed information flows, and the
reactions might depend on the relative strength and order of such exposures.
• Moreover, we have studied only two filters: confirmation bias and politically motivated
reasoning. The two are important (according to social psychology) but not unique. One
could (should?) consider other biases, and as with the information sources, the relative
strength and order of application of the biases is important.
• Our model considered so far only reactions to an external information source. The next
step is to simulate interactions between two (or more) people
• Lastly, many of the effects become visible after many interactions. It is easy to simulate
thousands of time steps, and to look for stable outcomes; but are the real situations like
that? Do our opinions result from a convergent process leading in each case to an
equilibrium, or are they temporary and transient?

CONCLUSIONS – PART TWO
• It should be no surprise that to describe
quantitatively human behavior our models must
become more and more complex.
• In the process they lose some of the beauty
coming from simplicity, as well as the interesting
universal characteristics. It must be so, because
real life of each person is different, sometimes
subtly, sometimes grossly.
• Some years ago I have written a paper calling for
building more realistic models and simulating
real societies. But today, despite the fact that I
am, personally, interested in such realistic
models, I have serious moral doubts.
• Should we really build such tools, which would
enable to model, test and ultimately steer social
behaviors? I leave you with this thought.

